ELITE compact coat hook

FEATURES
The ELITE Compact Coat Hook was designed to fit in tighter spaces.

- Designed to keep two coats neatly stored and is also ideal for robes, hats and umbrellas.
- Helps utilize the typically “dead” space under windows, behind doors and on angled walls.

OPTIONS
FINISHED PRODUCT

SPECs
COMPACT COAT HOOK
BLACK COVER CAP

30.3196.00.xxx
30.3199.blk

FINISH:
- POLISHED CHROME (CR)
- MATTED ALUMINUM (MAL)
- MATTE NICKEL (MNI)
- OIL RUBBED BRONZE (ORB)
- MATTE GOLD (MGO)
- SLATE (Slt)

DIMENSIONS

30.3196.00.MAL